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Fast implementations of contextual PDE's 
for HARDI data processing in DIPY

Stephan Meesters1,2, Gonzalo Sanguinetti1,  Eleftherios Garyfallidis3, 
Jorg Portegies1 and Remco Duits1

Demonstration available at http://nipy.org/dipy/examples_built/contextual_enhancement.html

t ≥ 0

Shift-twist convolution

• DIPY implementation using the Cython language and multithread processing via 
the OpenMP library

• The shift-twist convolutions performed with an analytic Gaussian approximation [4] 
of the contour enhancement kernel. For a comparison to recently derived exact solu-
tions see [5].

• Considerable speedup achieved by computing lookup-tables containing rotated 
versions of the contour enhancement kernel sampled over a discrete set of orienta-
tions

Implementation details

(A) CSD from original data

(B) CSD from data + noise (C) CSD + enhancements

(D) CSD + enh + sharpening

We present a novel open-source module, included in the DIPY (Diffusion Imaging in 
Python) software library [1], implementing contextual PDE’s [2] for processing HARDI 
data. We demonstrate its potential in crossing-preserving enhancement of ODF/FOD 
fields where the aim is to enhance the alignment of elongated structures such that 
crossings are maintained.
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Although contextual PDEs had proven to be useful in different clinical applications 
their use had been limited due to the lack of flexible implementations or their inherent 
high computational demands. Our new open source module available in DIPY makes 
the framework presented here widely available to the neuroimage community and 
flexible to be included within the existing dMRI processing pipeline of DIPY.

The equation (1) is solved by a shift-twist convolution with its corresponding kernel, 
called the contour enhancement kernel

The contextual enhancement method is based on a linear hypo-elliptic PDE [3] in the 
domain of positions and orientations             . This extended domain allows for a 
notion of alignment between neigh boring points. The evolution of the ODF/FOD field
                                    is given by the contextual PDE with evolution time          

where y is the spatial position,             is the spatial smoothing in direction n,   
is the angular smoothing,       denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the sphere    
and                            is the initial condition.

Figure 1: The contour enhancement kernel has a probabilistic interpretation: 
they are the limiting distribution of random walkers which randomly move for-
ward or backward, randomly change their orientation, but cannot move side-
wards.
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Here, n is a 3D rotation that maps the vector (0,0,1) onto n and        is      the usual sur-
face measure on the sphere    . The contour enhancement kernel can be seen as the 
accumulation of infinitely many sample paths, see Figure 1.

Figure 2: Contextual enhancements applied to HARDI data with added Rician 
noise (SNR=5) and using kernel parameters D33 = 1, D44 = 0.02 and t = 1.

The results of enhancement applied to example data from DIPY (150 orientations, 
b=2000 s/mm2) are shown in Figure 2. CSD is first applied to create the FOD field for 
the original data (A) and with added Rician noise (B). The noise FOD field is enhanced 
(C) followed by additional sharpening with the Sharpening Deconvolution Transform 
(D). The better alignment of glyphs shows that a significant enhancement of the co-
herent structures is achieved. This is confirmed by a reduction of average angular 
error from 33.8° for the noisy data to 23.5° for the enhanced data. After a one-time 
computation of the lookup-table (taking several minutes) for the same experiment a 
speed up of 209% is achieved w.r.t. the finite difference implementation [6].
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